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Abstract

A series of cyclic shear tests was conducted on soft synthetic rock joints with 30°- 30° asperities. Large scale shear apparatus was used in the experiments to investigate effects of shear load frequency and amplitude of displacement on the joint behaviour. Varying load frequencies (0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 Hz,) and displacement amplitudes (±4, ±6, and ±8 mm) for three different normal stresses (0.1, 0.5 and 1 MPa) were applied. The results indicated that the first peak shear stress on the joint is significantly influenced by the frequency of cyclic shear load and subsequent peaks of shear stress are largely influenced by the amplitude of displacement. Reduction in peak shear stress at higher frequency of load is greater than the reduction at lower frequency of load under cyclic movements. Shear mechanism on the joint asperities at low normal stress demonstrate asperity diminishing does not depend on load direction at high frequency. Whereas,
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at low frequency of loads, it depends on direction of starting cyclic shear load. Low amplitude of displacement has no effect on asperity deformation under cyclic loads. As the amplitude rises, the diminishing of asperities increases significantly. Shear mechanism and asperity diminishing at low normal stress is similar for the both higher amplitude of displacement and lower frequency of load. Comparison of shear strength envelopes indicated an opposite behaviour of the joint at varying load frequencies and displacement amplitudes.
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1. **Introduction**

Earthquakes and other seismic activities (due to excavation in mining or underground structures) distribute dynamic loads on rock masses. These dynamic loads can lead to number of cyclic shear movements with different frequencies and amplitudes of displacement along the joints in the rock mass. Hence, shear resistance of the joints can change under cyclic loads and affect the rock mass stability. Study of cyclic shear behaviour of jointed rocks under different dynamic parameters plays an important role for analysis, design and safety of rock structures.

Shear behaviour of rock joints was investigated with different shear velocity under monotonic loads. Results of experiments indicate that shear resistance increases with increasing shear velocity (Schneider 1977; Gillette et al. 1983; Barla et al. 1990; Barbero et al. 1996 and Hencher 1981). However, other results show that shear resistance decreases with increasing shear velocity (Jafari et al. 2003; Mirzaghorbanali et al. 2014; Tang et al. 2016). No velocity dependency was reported by Hassani and Scoble (1985) for shear resistance in sandstone (0.012–0.180 mm/min).
Crawford and Curran (1981) and Atapour and Moosavi (2014) observed different shear behaviour on natural and artificial joints in soft and hard rocks. The results indicate that the shear resistance of real joint increases with increasing shear velocity on soft rocks (up to critical shear displacement rate) but it declines for hard rocks. However, the opposite shear behaviour was observed for artificial joints. Thus, the shear resistance under different shear velocity is probably influenced by the type of rocks and joints.

Most studies on cyclic shear loads were conducted under constant frequency and amplitude of displacement as presented by Hutson and Dowding (1990), Qiu et al. (1993), Huang et al. (1993), Jing et al. (1993), Homand-Etienne et al. (1999), Lee et al. (2001), Ferrero et al. (2010), Nemcik et al. (2013), and Niktabar et al. (2017). As the seismic events can occur at different distances from the rock mass, it is also necessary to study the behaviour of rock joints at different shear load frequencies and amplitudes of displacement (Ramulu et al. 2009, Yang et al. 2019 and Gomez et al. 2020).

Variation of shear displacement on rock joints under cyclic load was investigated by Jafari et al. (2003). They observed second-order asperities were demolished on rock joints with low amplitude of displacement. At high loading amplitude both first and second-order asperities diminished. Similar joint degradation was observed by Ferrero et al. (2010). Damage of joint asperities at lower shear amplitudes was smaller compared to the higher amplitudes. Nguyen (2013) studied the behaviour of jointed rocks under cyclic shear loading with different frequencies (dynamic condition). The results show that the peak shear stress under this condition is 30% greater than that under static condition. Nemcik et al. (2013) investigated influence of initial normal stress and number of shear cycles on the joints under constant normal stiffness. Results indicate that with increasing initial normal stress, the influence of shear rate is not
significant under this condition. Insignificant effect of shear rate on peak shear stress with increasing number of cycles was observed. The shear stress, normal stress and normal displacement for rock joints (infilled) under constant normal stiffness was increased with increasing shear rate as presented by Guansheng et al. (2020). Wu et al. (2019) conducted cyclic shear load on bolted rock joints for small and large displacements. When displacement was large; the shear strength reduction of bolted joints was comparable to the unbolted joint. However, for small displacement, the rock bolt had minor effect on the shear strengths.

Soft rock joints or weathered joints usually have a low shear resistance (Richards 1975; Barton and Choubey 1977; Dearman 1978; Ram and Basu 2019) and it is the main reason of rock mass failure (Nkpadobi 2015; Yan et. al 2019). Regarding cyclic shear loads, deterioration of joint asperities is faster as the number of cycle increases. Hence, in this study a series of cyclic shear tests was conducted on simulated soft rock joints with varying load frequency and amplitude of displacement to investigate effects of these dynamic parameters on shear behaviour of the joints. There is a lack of information in shear mechanism on soft (or weathered) rock joints under cyclic shear loads.

2. Experimental Methodology

2.1 Preparation of Specimens

In order to model soft rock or weathered joints, plaster of Paris has been selected as model material. The test specimens with synthetic joints were prepared by casting the plaster into special steel moulds. The plaster paste with water-powder ratio of 0.6 was mixed for 2 minutes and then poured into the moulds with inside dimensions of 299 × 299 × 85 mm, placed on a vibrating table. An aluminium plate with 30°- 30° asperity was placed on the bottom of each mould before pouring the paste. Inside of the mould and surface of the asperity plate were
lubricated with oil for easy removal of the specimen without breaking the asperities. The paste in the moulds was vibrated for 30 seconds to remove the air bubbles from the material (Fig. 1a). The hardened specimens were removed from the moulds after 60 minutes and then left for 20 days at laboratory temperature for the air curing (Fig. 1b). The test specimens with joint asperity angles of 30°- 30° were formed. The hardened plaster, having the uniaxial compressive strength of 6 MPa, is suitable for simulating the mechanical behaviour of joints in weathered or soft rocks like siltstone, claystone, shale, coal and rock salt. Tangent modulus, Poisson ratio, cohesion and intact friction angle of specimens are 2.45 GPa, 0.27, 0.72 MPa and 51.3° respectively.

2.2 **Shear Machine and Testing Procedure**

Automatic static and cyclic shear testing machine (Niktabar et al. 2018) was utilized in this experiments (Fig. 2). The shear machine is a large scale apparatus and it is combination of the four main units, including frame and loading unit (1), hydraulic power pack (2), data acquisition (3), and cooling unit (4). The size of each shear box is 300 mm × 300 mm × 448 mm. Maximum capacities of normal and horizontal load cells are 500 kN and 1000 kN, respectively. Calibration of the load cells and linear variation displacement transducers (LVTD) was conducted before the experiment. Software automatically collects data during the shear loading. This apparatus has capability to carry out cyclic shear tests (Fig. 3) on jointed rocks under different frequencies ($f_s$) and displacement amplitudes ($a_s$).

A series of cyclic shear tests were performed on soft rock joints under varying frequencies (0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 Hz) by keeping amplitude of displacement constant (±8mm). Another series of tests were conducted under varying displacement amplitudes (±4, ±6 and ±8 mm) while keeping frequency of shear loads constant (0.01 Hz). Three different normal stresses (P= 0.1, 0.5 and 1 MPa) and thirty shear loading cycles were applied for each shear test. The tests were conducted
based on shear displacement control and constant normal load condition (normal stiffness was kept zero). Shear test parameters are presented in Table 1.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Effect of Cyclic Shear Load Frequency on the Joint

Test results for different shear load frequencies at the normal stress of 0.1 MPa are presented in Fig. 4. The graphs show shear stress and normal displacement (dilation) vs. horizontal displacement. With increasing frequency of cyclic shear load from 0.01 Hz to 0.05 Hz, first peak shear stress of the joint was increased from 0.34 MPa to 0.42 MPa (23%). When frequency increased from 0.01 Hz to 0.1 Hz, peak shear stress increased from 0.34 MPa to 0.48 MPa (41%) (Table 2; Fig. 4a, b, c), i.e. shear strength on the joints increases with rising shear load frequency. However, with increasing number of cycles (N>2), the influence of frequency was insignificant on the joint (Fig. 6a, b, and c). The maximum difference of peak shear stress was observed between the first and the second cycles (Table 2). With increasing frequency of shear load, the difference of peak shear stress between the first and the last cycle (N=30) increased. It was 59%, 64% and 67% for shear frequencies of 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 Hz respectively (Table 2). These results demonstrate that the reduction of shear strength at higher frequency (0.1 Hz) was greater than the reduction at lower frequency (0.01 Hz) under cyclic movements (Fig. 6a, b, and c).

Angle of slope for the post peak shear stress increases (negatively) as the load frequency increases. It is clear for the first cycle (Fig. 4a, b, c; Fig.13a, b, c in appendix), but it was not observed for subsequent cycles.

Joint with low shear frequency (0.01 Hz) was under compression (positive normal displacement) after several cycles (Fig. 4d). But joint with high frequency of shear load (0.1 Hz) could dilate
(negative normal displacement) even at the last cycle (Fig. 4f), i.e. compression of joint asperities was more significant at lower shear frequency under cyclic loads.

Peak dilation of the joint vs. number of cycles for different shear load frequencies is illustrated in Fig. 7a, b, c. For low frequency (0.01 Hz), the peak joint dilation at forward movement (+8mm) was higher than at backward movement (-8mm) for the first cycle. This difference was 33.4% (Fig. 7a). However, the difference of peak joint dilation between forward and backward movements decreases gradually and it was equal after several cycles (N=22).

**Fig. 4[Near here]**

**Table 2 [Near here]**

With increasing frequency of cyclic shear load to 0.05 and 0.1 Hz, the difference of peak joint dilation between forward and backward movements was decreased to 20.1% and 1.2% for the first cycle (Fig. 7b and c). With increasing frequency of shear load, peak joint dilation between forward and backward movements became equal for the first cycle (Fig. 7c). As the number of cycles increased, the peak dilation decreased with the same rate for the both movements. This joint behaviour shows that the shear mechanism is different at high and low frequency of cyclic loads. Asperity diminishing on the both slopes was equal at high frequency of load (Fig. 8b), because there was no sufficient time to deform second slopes of the asperities. Hence, the peak dilation was the same in the both forward and backward movement. At low frequency of load, asperity diminishing on the both slopes was unequal (Fig. 8a), because there was a sufficient time to deform second slopes of the asperities (significant deformation was observed during the backward movements). Therefore, the peak dilation was different in forward and backward movements. It can be stated that the shear mechanism on the joint at high load frequency does not depend on load direction. However, at low frequency, the shear mechanism depends on direction of starting movement of cyclic load. As the normal stress increases (0.5 and 1 MPa) on
the joint, the joint behaviour has changed due to significant degradation of asperities at the first cycle (Figs. 12 and 13 in appendix). After few cycles, the joint behaviour was same as a planar joint behaviour because of complete demolishing of asperities.

3.2 Effect of Cyclic Shear Displacement on the Joint

Shear test results for different amplitude of displacement at the normal stress of 0.1 MPa are presented in Fig. 5. The graphs show shear stress and normal displacement (dilation) vs. horizontal displacement. Peak shear stress on the joint was constant as the number of shear cycles increased for amplitude of ±4 mm (Fig. 5a), i.e. number of cycles was not effective on peak shear stress at low level of amplitude (Table 3). With increasing displacement amplitude to ±6mm (Fig. 5b), peak shear stress started to decrease as the number of shear cycles increased. This reduction for peak shear stress was more significant when shear amplitude was ± 8mm (Fig. 5c). The peak shear stress decreased by 33% and 57% for ±6mm and ±8mm amplitudes at thirty cycles.

Fig. 5

Table 3

Peak shear stress vs. number of cycles is demonstrated for different amplitudes of displacement in Fig.6d, e and f. The peak shear stress was equal for varying shear amplitudes at the first cycle (N=1), but it was different for subsequent cycles. Joint was under compression at low shear amplitude (± 4mm) during all cycles (Fig.5d). When the amplitude increased (±6 and ± 8mm), significant dilation was observed on the joint (Fig. 5e and f). Due to diminishing of asperities, this dilation was declined as the number of cycles increased.

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7

Comparison between the graphs in Fig. 6 shows that frequency of load (Fig. 6a, b and c) has significant effect on the first peak shear stress. However, for different displacement amplitudes
(Fig. 6d, e and f), the first peak shear stress was similar and significant difference of peak shear stress was observed for subsequent cycles.

Peak joint dilation vs. number of cycles for different displacement amplitude is demonstrated in Fig. 7 (d, e and f). According to the graphs, peak dilation values at forward and backward movements are equal at low displacement amplitude (±4 mm; Fig. 7d) for thirty cycles. With increasing amplitude (±6 mm) the difference of peak dilation between both movements appeared and it was 14.9% for the first cycle (Fig. 7e). For the amplitude of ±8 mm, the difference of peak dilation was increased by 33.4% for the same cycle. This difference decreases gradually with increasing number of cycles (Fig. 7f).

Shear mechanism at low displacement amplitude was sliding only (Fig. 9a) without diminishing the asperities; hence, direction of movements (forward or backward) has no effect on asperities degradation. However, at high amplitude (±8 mm), the shear mechanism depends on direction of starting movement of cyclic load (Fig. 9b). Asperity diminishing for high displacement amplitude was significant in the second slope of asperity which was involved in the cyclic shear. Shear mechanism and asperity diminishing were similar for the both higher amplitude of displacement (Fig. 9b) and lower frequency of load (Fig. 8a). It is because of greater diminishing on the second slopes of asperities during cyclic movements. Hence, failure on rock joint is more expected in opposite to the direction of starting movement of cyclic load.

Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 [Near here]
Specimens were removed from the shear box to observe the effect of displacement amplitude (±4, ±6 and ±8 mm) on the joint surface (Fig. 10). In case of joint with low displacement amplitude (±4 mm), most of the asperities remained intact after cyclic shear test. With increasing amplitude (±6 mm), degradation of asperities was observed. For high displacement amplitude (±8 mm), the degradation of asperities was significant.
3.3 Shear Strength Envelope for Cyclic Shear Load

Joints under cyclic shear load exhibit double peak shear stress for each cycle, i.e. one peak at the forward movement and another peak at the backward movement. Shear strength envelopes for different shear load frequencies and displacement amplitudes at forward and backward movements are presented in Fig. 11. The envelopes were plotted based on peak shear stress values in Figs. 4 and 5 (P = 0.1 MPa) and Figs. 12-15 (P = 0.5 and 1 MPa) in appendix.

At the first cycle, shear strength envelope was curvilinear (Fig. 11a) and it rose with increasing load frequency (from 0.01 to 0.1 Hz). The envelope was greater for the first forward movement compared to the first backward movement. For the backward movement the effect of frequency was negligible. For subsequent cycles, the envelope was linear (relatively) and no significant change was observed as the load frequency increased (Fig. 11b and c; Fig. 16a-c in appendix).

Shear strength envelope was equal for varying displacement amplitudes (±4, ±6, and ±8 mm) at the first forward movement (Fig. 11d). However, it was different for the first backward movement. For subsequent cycles, this difference between the envelopes was significant (Fig. 11e and f; Fig. 16d-f in appendix).

The opposite effect of load frequency and displacement amplitude was observed on the joint by comparing the envelopes. Shear strength envelope for varying frequencies was different at the first forward movement and it started to be similar from the first backward movement. However, shear strength envelope for varying amplitude was similar at the first forward movement and it started to be different from the first backward movement.

4. Conclusions
A series of cyclic shear tests was conducted on soft synthetic rock joints. Varying load frequencies and displacement amplitudes for three different normal stresses were applied. Based on the experimental results, the following conclusions can be obtained:

1) The first peak shear stress on the joint is significantly influenced by the frequency of cyclic shear load and subsequent peaks of shear stress are largely influenced by the amplitude of displacement. Reduction in peak shear stress for higher frequency of load is greater than the reduction for lower frequency of load under cyclic movements.

2) Diminishing of asperities on the joint is equal at high frequency of shear loads under low normal stress for the both directions (forward and backward movements), i.e. shear mechanism on the joint asperities does not depend on load direction at high frequency. But at low frequency of loads, diminishing of asperities is unequal, i.e. shear mechanism depends on direction of starting cyclic shear load.

3) Low amplitude of displacement has no effect on asperities degradation under cyclic loads. Only sliding is dominating on the joint. As the amplitude rises, the diminishing of asperities increases significantly.

4) Shear mechanism and asperity diminishing is similar for the both higher amplitude of displacement and lower frequency of load at low normal stress. It is because of grater diminishing on the second slopes of asperities during cyclic movements. In consequence, failure on a rock joint is more expected in opposite to the direction of starting movement of cyclic load.

5) The joint exhibits an opposite behaviour at varying load frequencies and displacement amplitudes. Shear strength envelope for varying frequencies is different at the first forward movement and it starts to be similar from the first backward movement. Shear strength envelope
for varying amplitude is similar at the first forward movement and it starts to be different from the first backward movement.
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Fig. 1 Moulds fixed on the vibration table during specimen preparation (a) and prepared 30°-30° joint asperity (b)

Figure 1

Please See image above for figure legend.
**Fig. 2** Diagrams of the large scale shear testing machine (all dimensions in mm)

**Figure 2**

Please See image above for figure legend.

**Figure 3**

Please See image above for figure legend.
Fig. 4 Shear stress and normal displacement vs. horizontal displacement of the joint for cyclic shear load with different frequencies, $f = 0.01, 0.05$ and $0.1$ Hz respectively ($P = 0.1$ MPa)

Figure 4

Please See image above for figure legend.
Figure 5

Please see image above for figure legend.

Figure 6

Peak shear stress vs. number of cycles under varying load frequencies ($f = 0.01, 0.05, 0.1 \text{ Hz}$) and amplitudes of displacement ($a = \pm 4, \pm 6, \pm 8 \text{ mm}$) on the joint for $P = 0.1, 0.5$ and $1 \text{ MPa}$ respectively.
Figure 7

Please See image above for figure legend.
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(a) **Low frequency**

Different diminishing on the slopes involved in cyclic shear

Direction of starting movement

(b) **High frequency**

Equal diminishing on the slopes involved in cyclic shear

Direction of starting movement

**Fig. 8** Asperity diminishing on the joint for low (a) and high (b) shear load frequency under cyclic movements ($P = 0.1$ MPa)

Figure 8

Please See image above for figure legend.

Figure 9

Please See image above for figure legend.
Figure 10

Please See image above for figure legend.

Figure 11

Please See image above for figure legend.
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